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. TYPESOF CHARACTERORGANIZATION .

using and being used to equilibrate ane's self~esteem and to, rep ..'
damage to, it. The narcissistic persan's propensity far selfabje
transferences was discussed, alang with cauntertransference reactio, ,

in which a sense af unrelatedness prevails. Same implicatians £
technique werederived fram an appreciatian af these special aspec
the narcissistic canditian, althaugh acknawledgment was made
current cantroversies in the psychaanalytic understanding af nar,
sism that make apprapriate technique with this papulatian a matte
same dispute. Finally, narcissistic character arganizatian was disf
guished fram narcissistic reactians, fram psychapathy, from depressi
(melanchalic) persanality, fram absessive and campulsive charac
structure, and fram hysteria.

Schizoid Personalities
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There has been a valuminaus psychaanalytic literature an narciss,
since the 1970s, when Kahut (1971) published The Analysis of the:
and Kernberg (1975) affered an alternative canceptian in Border,
Conditions and Pathological Narcissism. Bath these baaks cantaih
much jargan that they are almast, impassible far sameane n~w
psychaanalysis to, read. Mare manageable alternatives include /f..,
Miller's (1975) Prisonersof Childhood(knawn in anather editian as~
Drama of the Gifted Child), Bach's (1985) NarcissisticStates and
Therapeutic Process, and Marrisan's (1989) Shame: The Unders"
Narcissism. Marrisan (1986) also, edited a callectian, availabl
paperback, titled Essential Papers on Narcissism that cantains rei_
psychaanalytic essays an the tapic, mast af which are excellent~ 'j!

,-'
''.t.

. he persan whase 'character is essentially schizaid is subject to,
spread misunderstanding, based an the camman miscanceptian
schizaid dynamics are always suggestive af grave primitivity.

use the incantravertibly psychatic diagnasis af schizaphrenia fits
Ie at the disturbed end af the schizaid cantinuum, and because the
~viaraf schizaid peaple is apt to, be uncanventianal, eccentric, ar
'?bizarre,nanschizaid athers tend to,pathalagize thase with schizaid
[mics-whether ar nat they are campetent and autanamaus, with
ificant areas af ego,strength. In fact, schizaid peaple run the gamut
li:the'haspitalized catatanic patient to, the creative genius.
'As with the ather typalagical categaries, a persan may be schizaid'
y level, fram psychalagically incapacitated to,-saner than average.
:usethe defense that defines the schizaid character is a primitive

{withdrawal into, fantasy), it may be that healthy schizaid peaple
.tarer than sicker anes, but I do,nat knaw af any research findings ar
irplined clinical abservatians that suppart this assumptian empiri~
V;:Vacatians like philasaphical inquiry, spiritual discipline, thea-
tal science, and the creative arts attract peaple with this kind af
"racter. At the high functianing end af the schizaid spectrum we
oht find peaple like Ludwig Wittgenstein, Martha Graham, and
.1er.admirably ariginal and samewhat eccentric individuals.

'~~ is longstanding evidence that the most frequent premorbid personality type in
, , ho becomeschizophrenicisschizoid(E. Bleuler,1911;Nannarello,1953;M.
r, 1977; Peralta, Cuesta, & de Leon, 1991), but the converse idea, that all
id'people are at risk of a psychotic break, has no empirical basis.
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In 1980,with the publication of the DSM, lIl, conditions that mosj
analysts would regard as different possibilities on the schizoid spectTU
or as minor variants on a general schizoid theme, appeared as discre
categories in the DSM. Complicated theoretical issues influenced t
decision (see Lion, 1986), one reflecting differences of current opinioti
that echo old controversies about the nature of certain schizoid states
(E. Bleuler, 1911; Kraepelin, 1919; Kretschmer, 1925; Schneider, 1959i
Jaspers, 1963; Gottesman, 1991; Akhtar, 1992). Most analytic practi-
tioners continue to regard the diagnoses of schizoid, schizotypal, aI\9'
avoidant personality disorders as nonpsychotic versions of schizot
character, and the diagnoses of schizophrenia, schizo ph reniform disqr
der, and schizo affective disorder as psychotic levels of schizoid function'"
ing.

1\,
It

DRIVE, AFFECT, AND TEMPERAMENT
IN SCHIZOID PERSONALITIES

;ion that they constitute projections and transformations of the
tasizer'sown hunger (Fairbairn, 1941; Guntrip, 1961), the schizoid

rsondoes not experience appetitive drives as coming from within the
If,.,Rather, the outer world feels full of consuming, distorting threats

inst security and individuality. Fairbairn's understanding of schizoid
es as "love made hungry" addressesnot the day,to,day subjective
erience of the schizoid person but the dynamics underlying the

'josite and manifest tendencies: to withdraw, to seek satisfactions in
tasy, to reject the corporeal world. Schizoid people are even apt to
,physicallythin, so removed are they from emotional contact with
}ir own greed (cf. Kretschmer, 1925).
1, Similarly, schizoid people do. not impress one as being highly
'gressive,despite the violent content of some of their fantasies. Their
'<'Hiesand friends often regard them as unusually gentle, placid

pIe. A friend of mine, whose general brilliance and schizoid
ifferenceto convention I have long admired, wasdescribed lovingly
.iswedding by an older sister as having alwaysbeen a "soft person."
is softness exists in fascinating contradiction to his affinity for
or movies, true,crime books, and visions of apocalyptic world

trtJction. The projection of drive can be easily assumed, but this
iIi's cons~ious experience-and the impression he makes on
~i~rs-is of a sweet, low,keyed, lovable eccentric. Most analytic

,kers who have worked with people like my friend have inferred
t schizoidclients bury both their hunger and their aggressionunder
riavyblanket of defense.

Affectively, one of the most striking aspects of many high,
don.ingindividuals with schizoiddynamics is their lackof common
ses.They tend to be in touch with many emotional reactions at

'vel of genuineness that awes and even intimidates their
:laintances. It is common for the schizoid person to wonder how

_ lybody else can be lying to themselves so effortlessly when the harsh
ts.>oflife are so patent. Part of the alienation from which schizoid
)'plesuffer derives from their experiences of not having their own
6ti6nal, intuitive, and sensorycapacities validated-because others
',ly do not see what they do.The ability of a schizoid person to
eive what others disown or ignore is so natural and effortlessthat
'f" she may lack empathyfor the lesslucid, lessambivalent,less

, tionally harrowing world of nonschizoid peers.
(~chizoidpeople do not seem to struggle unduly with issues of
e or guilt. They tend to take themselves and the world pretty
as is without the internal impetus to make things different or to

.Akfromjudgment. Yet they may sufferconsiderable anxiety about
ic"safety.When they feel overwhelmed, they hide-either literally

:,",

Clinical experience suggests that temperamentally, the person wh,f
becomes schizoid is hyperreactive and easily overstimulated. Schizqif.
people often describe themselves as innately sensitive, and th~
relatives frequently mention their having been the kind of baby 'YO!
shrinks from too much light or noise or motion. It is as if the new
endings of schizoid individuals are closer to the surface than those~:c
the rest of us. Controlled observation and research on temperament~,
children (Thomas, Chess, & Birch, 1970; Brazelton, 1982)'ha:
confirmed the reports of generations of parents that while most inf~n
cuddle, cling, and mold themselves to the body of a warm caregiv
some newborns stiffen or pull back as if the adult has intruded on the
comfort and safety.One suspects that such babies are constitutional
prone to schizoidpersonality structure, especially if there isa "poor£1
(Escalona, 1968) between themselves and their main caregivers.

In the area of drive as classicallyunderstood, the schizoidpers
seems to struggle with oral,level issues. Specifically, he or she
preoccupied with avoiding the dangers of being engulfed, absorbe,
distorted, taken over, eaten tip. A talented schizoid therapist in
supervision group I belonged to once described to the group'membe
his vivid fantasy that the physical circle of participants constituted.;.
huge mouth or a giant letter "G" He imagined that if he exposedh'
vulnerability by talking candidly about his feelings toward one of h'
patients, the group would close around him, making the "C" into.,
"a," and that he would suffocate and expire inside it.,

While fantasies like those of my colleague invite the interpret
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+ 1YPESOF CHARACTERORGANIZATION +

with a hermit's reclusiveness or by retreat into their imagination;.
(Kasanin & Rosen, 1933; Nannarello, 1953). The schizoid personi:'
above all else an outsider, an onlooker, an observer of the huma
condition. The Usplit"that is implied in the etymology of the woB
schizoidexists in two areas:between the self and the outside world, an
between the experienced self and desire (see Laing, 1965). When~
analytic commentators refer to split experience in schizoidpeople, they~
refer to a sense of estrangement from part of the self or from life; th
defense mechanism of splitting, in which a person alternately express
one ego state and then another opposite one, or divides the worl~
defensively into all~goodand all~bad aspects, is a different use of th
word.

DEFENSIVE AND ADAPTIVE PROCESSES
IN SCHIZOID PERSONALITIES

-OBJECTRELATIONS IN SCHIZOID CONDITIONSt.
...:!.

.fue'primaryrelational conflict of schizoid people concerns closeness
'l1d,distance, love and fear. A deep ambivalence about attachment

ades their subjective life. They crave closeness yet feel the
stant threat of engulfment by others; they seek distance to reassure

5.emselvesof their safety and separateness yet may complain of
!lenation and loneliness (Karon & VandenBos, 1981). Gumrip
952), who depicted the uclassicdilemma" of the schizoid individual
!'that he can neither be in a relationship with another person nor out
'Jt, without in various ways risking the loss of both his object and

"mself,"refers to this dilemma as the "in and out programme" (p. 36).
obbins (1988) summarizesthe dynamic as the message,uCome close
dam alone, but stay awayfor I fear intrusion" (p. 398).
p' Sexually, some schizoid people are remarkably apathetic, often

espitebeing functional and orgasmic.The closer the other, the greater
'e worry that sex means enmeshment. Many a heterosexual women
.s;fallen in love with a passionate musician, only to learn that her
~r reserves his sensual intensity for his instrument~Similarly, some
rioid people crave unattainable sexual objects, while feeling vague

.ifference toward available ones. The partners of schizoid people
~metimescomplain of a mechanical or detached quality in their
IVemaking.

.'1Object relations theories of the genesisof schizoiddynamics have
n, in my own view, burdened by efforts to locate the origins of
izoidstates in a particular phase of development. The adequacy of
sfixation-regression hypothesis in accounting for type of character
crure is, as I have suggestedpreviously,problematic, yet its appeal

;:understandable: It normalizes puzzling phenomena by considering
iemsimple residues of ordinary infantile life.Klein (1946) thus traced
;hizoidmechanisms to a universal paranoid-schizoid position of early
'fancy. Other early object relations analysts followed suit in
veloping explanatory paradigms in which schizoid dynamics were
~ated with regression to neonatal experience (Fairbairn, 1941;
untrip, 1971). Current theorists have tended to continue the

evelopmental bias of the fixation-regression model, yet they differ
iout which early phase is the fixation point. For example, in the
einian tradition, Giovacchini (1979) regards schizoid disorders as
'entially uprementational," while Homer (1979) assignstheir origins
a later age when the child emerges from symbiosis.

." Perhaps more productive speculations about the sources of
Shizoidpersonality lie in analytic observations about the kinds of

r~aringthat influence youngsters in a schizoid direction. One type of

. ~
.~

As noted previously, the pathognomonic defense in schizoid persona:
ity organization iswithdrawal into an internal world of imagination.,
addition, schizoid people may use projection and introjectip
idealization, devaluation, and to a lesserextent, the other defensesth
have their origins in a time before self and other were fu
differentiated psychologically. Among the more "mature" defens
intellectualization is the clear preference of most schizoidpeople. Th.
rarely rely on mechanisms that blot out affective and sense>
information, such as denial and repression; similarly, the defensi
operations that organize experience along good~and~badlines, such,
compartmentalization, moralization, undoing, reaction formation, an~
turning against the self are not prominent in their repertoires. Uncle'
stress, schizoid individuals may withdraw from their own affect as ~e
as from external stimulation, appearing blunted, flat, or inappropri~t
often despite showing evidence of heightened attunement to affecti,
messagescoming from others.

The most adaptive and exciting capacity of the schizoid person
creativity. Most truly original artists have a strong schizoid streak
almost by definition, since one has to stand apart from convention:';
influence it in a new way.Healthier schizoid people turn their asse..
into works of art, scientific discoveries, theoretical innovationSi
spiritual pathfinding, while more disturbed individuals in this categ,
live in a private hell where their potential contributions are preempt'
by their terror and estrangement. The sublimation of autis.
withdrawal into creative activity is a primary goal of therapy wL.
schizoid patients.
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relatedness that may encourage a child's withdrawal is an impingin
overinvested, overinvolved kind of parenting (Winnicott, 1965). Tli
schizoid man with the smothering mother is a staple of recent popu
literature and can also be found in scholarly work. A type of famiil
background commonly observed by clinicians who have treated ma
patients with schizoidfeatures is a seductive or boundary~transgressi
motherand an impatient,criticalfather.. }

The content,not just the degree, of parental involvement maya
be relevant to the development of a pattern of schizoid aloofness
withdrawal. Numerous observers of the families of people w.
developed a schizophrenic psychosis have stressed the role
contradictory and confusing communications (Searles, 1959j Lai
1965j Lidz& Fleck, 1965jSinger & Wynne, 1965a, 1965bj Batesoh:
aI., 1969). It is possible that such patterns foster schizoid dynamics
general. A child raised with double~binding, emotionally dishon
messagescould easilycome to depend on withdrawal to protect the
from intolerable levels of confusion and anger. He or she would
feel deeply hopeless, an attitude often noted in schizoid patients (e
Giovacchini, 1979).

In apparent contrast to the parental~impingement theory ott, .

development of schizoidfeatures, there are also some reports of peop
for whom loneliness and relative neglect characterized their chili
hoods to such a degree that their preference for withdrawal, no matt'
how profoundly isolating, can be understood as their having made
virtue out of necessity.t It is typical of the literature on schizo
phenomena-an extensive literature because of the huge social cost':.,
schizophrenia-that contrasting and mutually exclusive formulati'
can be found everywhere one looks (Sass, 1992). It is not impossi
that both impingement and deprivation codetermine the schiz,
problem: If one is lonely and deprived, yet the only kind of paren
available isunempathic and intrusive, a yearning-avoidant, closene'

'Ice conflict would be inevitable. Masud Khan's (1963, 1974)
iesFofschizoid conditions emphasize the combination of "cumula-
7jJtrauma" from failures of realistic maternal protection and
lqiotic omnipotence" inherent in the mother's intense overidenti-

't1on.

THE SCHIZOID SELF

; of the most striking aspects of people with schizoid personalities is
'". disregard for conventional social expectations. In dramatic
'~7<tto the narcissistic personality style covered in the previous
~~r"the schizoid person may be markedly indifferent to the effect
'-;shehas on others and to evaluative responsescoming from those
~'qutside world. Compliance and conformity go against the grain
'fiizoid people, whether or not they are in touch with a painful
~tive loneliness. Even when they see some expediency in fitting
iey tend to feel awkward and even fraudulent making social
,at or participating in communal forms, regarding them as

tlJ1~lycontrived and artificial. The schizoidself alwaysstands at a
!istance from the rest of humanity.
Many observers have commented on the detached, ironic, and
V contemptuous attitude of many schizoid people (E. Bleuler,
LSullivan, 1973j M. Bleuler, 1977). This tendency toward an
ird superiority may have its origins in fending off the incursions of

?yercontrolling or overintrusive Other noted in the preceding
,qgical hypotheses. Even in the most seemingly disorganized
'ophrenic patients, a kind of deliberate oppositionality has long
'tnoted, as if the patient's only way of preserving a sense of
n.te~ity is in making a farce of every conventional expectation.
i'the topic of "counter~etiquette," Sass (1992) comments on this

(qrit~nonas follows:

,iV,
.,.

·Although recent editions of the DSM give no information on sex ratio for schi
schizotypal, and avoidant diagnoses,most therapists see more males than females '

schizoid personalities. This accords with the psychoanalytic observation that be,
in most families the primary caregiver is female, with whom girls must identify
from whom boys must separate psychologically,women are more prone to diso
characterized by too much attachment (e.g., depression, masochism) and men to q;
expressingexcessive isolation from others (e.g., psychopathy, schizoid conditions)~'
Dinnerstein (1976) and Chodorow (1978, 1989).

tHarry Stack Sullivan and Anhur Robbins, two analysts whose own schizoid tren'
prompted their efforts to interpret the schizoid experience to the larger mental healt
community, both report considerable early deprivation of companionship, an
consequent sense of loneliness and isolation (Mullahy, 1970;Robbins, 1988).

Cross-culturalresearch has shown. . . that schizophrenicsgenerally
seem to gravitate toward "the path of most resistance," tending to
'transgress whatever customs and rules happen to be held most
sacred in a given society. Thus, in deeply religiousNigeria, they are
'especially likely to violate religious sanctions; in Japan, to assault
familymembers. (p. 110)

~jway of understanding these apparently deliberate preferences for
Iltricity and defiance of custom is to assume that the schizoid
on is assiduously warding off the condition of being defined-

i2n6logically taken over and obliterated-by others.

195
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Abandonment is thus a lesserevil than engulfment to people
schizoid character structure. Michael Balint (1945), in a famous e,
with the evocative title "Friendly Expanses-Horrid Empty Spae<
contrasted two antithetical characterological orientations: The phi,
bat (lover of distance), who seeks the comforts of solitude, and;t
"ocnophil" (lover of closeness), who when under stress gravita
towardothers, seeking a shoulder to cry on Schizoid people aret
ultimate philobats. Perhaps predictably, since human beings are ofti
drawn to those with opposite and envied strengths, schizoid peq
tend to attract (and to be attracted to) warm, expressive, sod'
people such as those with hysterical personalities. These procliviti "

the stage for certain familiar and even comic problems in which'
nonschizoid partner tries to resolve interpersonal tension by cont'
ally moving closer, while the schizoid person, fearing engulfm
keeps moving farther away (cf. Wheelis [1966] on the "illusion
man and the visionary woman). .'

I do not wish to give the reader the impressionthat sc'~
individuals are cold or uncaring. They may care very much about..
people, yet still need to maintain a protective personal space. So
fact, gravitate to careers in psychotherapy, where they put .
exquisite sensitivity to use safely in the service of others. &
Wheelis (1956), who maybe assumedto be in close touch with his.9
schizoidcharacteristics, wrote an eloquent essayon the attractions'
hazards of a psychoanalytic career, stressing how people with a q
conflict over closeness and distance may be drawn to the professiH
analysis, a vocation that offers the opportunity to know others
intimately than anyone else ever will, while concealing the selfbe..
the couch and the neutrality of one's interpretations.'

For someone with schizoid dynamics, self,esteem is 0
maintained by individual creative activity. Issuesof personal inte_
and self,expression tend to dominate their self,evaluative cone'
Where the psychopath pursues evidence of personal power, 6i
narcissist seeks admiring feedback to nourish self,regard, the sch' .

person wants confirmation of his or her genuine originality, sensC'
and uniqueness. This confirmation must be internally rather
externally bestowed, and because of their high standards for cr~;it,
endeavors, schizoid people are often rigorouslyself,critical. TheYjri;

~,e pursuit of authenticity to such extreme lengths that their
qnand demoralization are virtually guaranteed.
flSS(1992) has compellingly described how schizoid conditio~s
Hematic of modernity. The alienation of contemporary people
c0mmunal sensibility, reflected in the deconstructive perspec,

of 20th,century art, literature, anthropology, philosophy, and
ism, has eerie similarities to schizoid and schizophrenic experi,

't7,Passnotes in particular the attitudes of alienation, hyperreflexiv,
~J;iborateself,consciousness), detachment, and rationality gone
(:lilymad that characterize modem and postmodern modes of
gpt. and art, contrasting them with "the world of the natural
de,:the world of practical activity, shared communal meanings,
real. physical presences" (p. 354). His exposition also calls
J,velyinto question numerous facile and oversimplified accounts
'lzophrenia and the schizoid experience.

SFERENCE AND COUNTERTRANSFERENCE
WITH SCHIZOID PATIENTS

,.
'!"

.Scholars outside the psychoanalytic tradition have made comparable observatio
differential preference for closeness or distance, as in the pursuer-distancer para:
or the concept of approach-avoidance conflicts. It seems to be a universal tensio
a central dimension of personality from almost anyone's perspective. See"
Lachmann and Beebe (1989) and Livingston (1991).

ugh one would assume intuitively from their predilection for
.rawal that schizoid people would shun encounters as intimate as
'otherapy and psychoanalysis, they are in fact typically apprecia,
g( and cooperative in the therapy process when treated with
iq~ration and respect. The clinician's discipline in addressingthe
~1s~;ownagenda, and the safe distance created by the customary
'!'j.riesof treatment (time limitations, fee arrangements, ethical
itions against social or sexual relationships with clients, etc.),
~to decrease the schizoid person's fears about enmeshing

,.}~!Ylents.

,~hizoid clients approach therapy with the same combination of
~;.dty,honesty, and fear of engulfment that typifies their other
~nships. They may be seeking help because their isolation from
.f.of the human community has become too painful, or because

1~v:ecircumscribed goals related to that isolation, such as a wish
;.9yeran inhibition against dating or pursuing other specific sodal
~()rs.Sometimes the psychological disadvantages of their person,
type are not evident to them; they may want relief from a
s~ion or an anxiety state or another kind of symptom neurosis. At
,times, they may arrive for treatment afraid--often rightly-that
re on the brink of going crazy.
t.is not uncommon for a schizoid person to be tongue,tied and to

,~JIlptyand lost in the early phases of therapy. Long silences may
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have to be endured while the patient internalizes the safety of.
setting. Eventually, however, unless a client is excruciatingly non
bal or confusingly psychotic, most analytically oriented therapi
enjoy treating people with schizoid character structures. As one wo '.

expect, they areoften highly perceptive of their internal reactions,!:
they are grateful to have a place where the expressionof them wilh:
arousealarm, disdain, or derision. .

The initial transference-countertransference challenge for
therapist working with a schizoid patient is to find a way into
patient's subjective world without arousing too much anxiety a
intrusion. Becauseschizoidpeople withdraw into detached and obs
stylesof communication, it is easyto fall into a counterdetachmen'"
which one regardsthem asinteresting specimensrather than asfe
creatures. Their original transference "tests," in the term
control-mastery theory, involve efforts to see whether the therapi
concerned enough for them to tolerate their confusing, off-put
messages while maintaining the determination to understand and 4:
Naturally, they fear that the therapist will, like other people in t
lives, withdraw from them emotionally and consign them to.
category of hopeless recluse qr amusing crackpot.

The history of efforts to understand schizoid conditions is rep
with examples of "experts" objectifying the lonely patient, '..'

fascinated at schizoidphenomena but keeping a safe distance fro
emotional pain they represent and regarding the schizoid pe
verbalizations as meaningless, trivial, or too enigmatic to both
decode. The current psychiatric enthusiasm for physiological exp
tions of schizoid states is a familiar version of this disposition n
take the schizoid person's subjectivity seriously. As Sass (1992)
argued, efforts to understand biochemical and neurological con
tions to schizoid and schizophrenic states do not obviat
continuing need to address the meaningof the schizoid experie
the patient. In The Divided Self,R. D. Laing (1965) reasse
schizophrenic woman interviewed by Emil Kraepelin. The patti
words, which had been incomprehensible to Kraepelin, gain meaI'
when regarded from Laing's empathic perspective. Karon
VandenBos (1981) present case after case of helpable patients>
might easily be dismissedas "management" projects by clinicians'
are untrained or unwilling to understand them.

People who are characterologically schizoidand in no dange
psychoticbreak-the majorityof schizoidpeople-obviously pro
much less incomprehension and defensive detachment in
therapists than do hospitalized schizophrenics, the subject of m
the seriouspsychoanalytic writing on pathological withdrawal. Bu

\'Jherapeutic requirements apply, in less extreme degree. The
. 'needs to be treated as if his or her internal experience, even if
ish to others, has potentially discernable meaning and can

ute the basis for a nonthreatening intimacy with another
}'The therapist must keep in mind that the aloofness of the

,t:>'ld'clientis an addressabledefense,not an insurmountable barrier
,.ection. If the clinician can avoid acting on countertransference
~ationseither to prod the patient into premature disclosure, or to
~ifyand distance him or her, a solid working alliance shoulde':"

.lce a therapeutic relationship is in place, certain other
ahal complexities may ensue. In my experience, the subjective

ityof the schizoid person is mirrored in the therapist's frequent
of weakness or helplessness. Images and fantasies of a destructive,
ring external world may absorb both parties to the therapy
. Counterimages of omnipotence and shared superiority may
Jpresent ("We two form a universe"). Fond perceptions of the
',asa unique, exquisite, misunderstood genius or underappreci-
ge'may dominate the therapist's inner responses, perhaps in

to the attitude of an overinvolved parent who imagined
!ss'for this special child.

i. THERAPEUTIC IMPLICATIONS OF THE
'. :DIAGNOSISOF SCHIZOID PERSONALITY

lerapist who works with a schizoid patient must be open to a
c:>f'authenticityand a level of awarenessof emotion and imagery
QuIdbe possibleonly after yearsof workwith patientsof other
ter types. While I have known many practitioners who do well
'qst kinds of clients without having undergone a thoroughgoing
al'analysis,I doubt that unless they are schizoid themselves, they
ispond effectively to schizoid patients without having had
iVetherapeutic exposure to their own inner depths.
tI)ce most therapists have somewhat depressive psychologies,
'iae their fears of abandonment are stronger than fears of
'}ent, they naturally try to move close to people they wish to
mpathy with the schizoid patient's need for emotional space

on.sequently be hard to come by. A supervisor of mine once
~nted about my earnest and overly impinging efforts to reach a

I'drpatient, "This man needs bicarbonate of soda, and you keep
. o.feed him pumpkin pie." Emmanuel Hammer (1968) has
hted on the effectiveness of simply moving one's chair further
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from the patient, thus giving nonverbal reassurance that the therapi'
will not intrude, hurry, take over, or smother.

In the early phases of therapy, interpretation should be avoidedl
the basis of the patient's fears of being treated intrusively. Commet,
and casual reactions may be gratefully accepted, but efforts to push
client beyond what he or she isexpressingwill disconcert or antagoni
the schizoid person, increasing tendencies toward withdrawal. Sus
Oeri (1968) has emphasized the importance of phrasing one's remat
in the wordsor imagesjust used by the patient in order to reinforce'~
person's sense of reality and internal solidity. Hammer (1990) futili
cautions against probing, quizzing,or treating the patient in a wayt
makes him or her feel like a "case."

Normalizing is an important part of effective therapy wi
schizoid people. The general technique of "interpreting up"
discussedin Chapter 4 with reference to people at the psychotic en
the psychotic-borderline-neurotic axis; it is also useful for schiz:
patients at any level of psychologicalhealth because of their diffiC1:H
believing that their hyperacute reactions w~ll be understood.,ia'
appreciated. Even if they are demonstrably high functioning, m
schizoidpeople worry that they are fundamentally aberrant, incomp
hensible to others. They want to be fully known by the people t
care about, but they fear that if they are completely open about th
inner life, they will be exposed as freaks.

Even those schizoidpeople who are confident of the superiori
their perceptions are not indifferent to the effect they may have
alienating others. By behaving in a way that communicates that'
schizoid person's inner world is comprehensible, the therapist, hi
him or her to internalize the experience of being accepted with
being asked to submit to the agenda of another person. Even
enough self.esteem accrues so that even when other people fail'
understand, the patient can appreciate that the difficultymay not:li~
the grotesquenessof the client's sensibilities; it may instead reflect't
limitations of others. The therapist's reframing of imaginal richness
talent rather than pathology,isdeeply relieving to schizoidpeople;v:J
may have had their emotional reactions disconfirmed or minimizedi
their lives by lesssensitive commentators.

One way to give a schizoid patient confirmation without be
experienced as either engulfing or minimizing is to use artistic "~

literary sources of imagery to communicate understanding of'-
patient's issues. Robbins (1988), in the honorable and now mo
ignored Freudian tradition of talking about oneself in the conte~r
discussing some psychological dynamism, describes the early part 0
own psychoanalysis as follows:

'\}Whenthere were many lengthy silences in which I had little sense
of what to sayor how to communicate my feelingsregardingmy life
history, fortunately my analyst did not desert me. Sometimes he
,;w:ouldoffer me "bedtime stories" [Robbins had never been read to
" i,,~,~hlld]in the form of citing plays,literature, and moviesthat had

''inerelevance to the diffusethreads and imagesI presented to him
(treatment. My curiositywasarousedby the references, and I made
pbint of reading the material. The likes of Ibsen, Dostoyevsky,and
afka became important sources of rich symbolic material that

se~fued to mirror and clarify my inner experiences. Literature, and
later art, seemed to give symbolic form to what I was trying to

'express. Most importantly, this material provided a significant
"meansof sharing emotionally with my analyst. (p. 394)
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ins and his colleagues (Robbins et al., 1980;Robbins, 1989) have
extensive contributions to the creative arts therapies and have

rated on the aesthetic dimension of psychoanalytic work with
ts, aspects of therapy that hold particular promise for those who
~hizoid.

:P.erhapsthe most common obstacle to therapeutic progress with
~'6idpatients-once the therapy relationship is soundly in place
':neworkof understanding isproceeding-is the tendency for both
lpiscand patient to form a kind of emotional cocoon, where they
rstand each other perfectly and look forwardto therapy sessionsas
ite from a demanding world. Schizoid people have a tendency,

which an empathic therapist may unwittingly collude, to try to
the therapy relationship a substitute for,rather than an enhancer
,e'lrlives outside the treatment room. A considerable length of
lhaygo by before the therapist notices that although the patient
':?gfrichinsights in nearly every session,he or she has not gone to

h.mction,askedanybody out, improveda sexual relationship, or
:ed on a creative project.
e'generalization to the outside world of the schizoid client's

~en:t of a safe intimacy with the therapist can be a considerable
'ge. The therapist confronts the dilemma of having been hired
er,better social and intimate functioning yet realizing that any
a~rsto the patient that he or she isnot pursuing that goal maybe
~das intrusive, controlling, and unempathic with the need for
'This tension is analyzable eventually, and it may deepen the
idperson's appreciation of how powerful is the conflict between
for closeness and fear of it. As with most aspects of therapy,

"~'is everything.

:obbins (1988) has emphasized the importance to the schizoid
£Fbf'thetherapist's willingnessto act like, and to be seen as,a "real
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~; DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS

[plybecause he or she has a schizoid character. Schizoid people are
n seen as sicker than they are, and for a therapist to make this error

;Rounds the insults these clients have absorbed throughout a life in
'" ,their individuality may have alwaysbeen equated with lunacy.

ally, 'even with a psychotic patient, the therapist's stance that the
? is' not IIjust" a schizophrenic but a person with significant
, hs, who can reasonably expect to be helped, is the most effective
er"ofpsychotic, level anxiety.)
dmiration for the high,functioning schizoidperson's originality
tegrity isa therapeutic attitude that iseasyto adopt once one has

tedthe fact that schizoid processes are not necessarily ominous.
<healthyschizoid individuals who have come about a problem not
icably tied up with their personality will not want their
dcities to be addressed. This is their right. Therapeutic
edge of how to make a schizoid person comfortable and
sive can still facilitate work on the issues that the patient does
o confront.

-!:

person," not just a transference object. In recent years, the lire
relationship that coexists with transference reactions has been red
covered and stressedby many dynamically oriented practitioners:(~
Paolino, 1981). This has particular relevance for the schizoid per:
who has an abundance ofClasif" relationships and needs the sense0-
therapist's active participation as ahuman being: supporting risksin,
direction of relationships, being playful or humorous in waysthat,w
absent in the client's history, and responding to the patient;f,
attitudes that counteract his or her tendencies to hide or to go thrq
the motions of connecting emotionally with others. With schiZ:~
people, one finds that the client's transference reactions are not 6 "

not obscured by a more responsive therapeutic style, they may ever
more accessible to interpretation.
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Schizoidpsychologyiseasy to recognize,given the relative indiffere
of schizoid people to making a conventional impression on
interviewer. The central diagnostic challenge is assessingthe streF
of the client's ego. Less portentously, some obsessive and compul
people, especially in the borderline,to'psychotic range, are e
misconstrued as more schizoid than they are.

id versus Obsessive and Compulsive Personalities

Degree of Pathology

It is critical, first of all, to evaluate how disturbed a person in'
schizoid range is. It isprobably experience with the importance of
dimension that led the contributors to the recent editions of the
to give several alternative schizoid diagnoses, something they d~~

do for several other characterological conditions that also exist '.
wide range of severity. Obviously, it is critical to consider po~
psychotic processes in an intake interview; questions about hall~i
tions and delusions, attention to the presence or absence of disoi,.
thinking, evaluation of the patient's capacity to distinguish ideas
actions, and, in puzzlinginstances, psychological testing are wa

. with people who present with a schizoid style. Medication
hospitalization may be indicated when the results of such inq
suggest psychosis.

Misunderstanding a schizophrenic person as a nonpsy<:
schizoid personality can be a costly blunder. It is an equally unfor9i
mistake, however, to assume that a patient is at risk of decompens~~

lqpeople often isolate themselves and spend a great deal of time
g, even ruminating, about the major issuesin their fantasy life.

an also,because of their conflict about closeness,appear wooden
'ectless,and respond to questions with intellectualization. Some
tiirks of behavior that are or appear to be compulsive, or they

~ttanged their lives according to an idiosyncratic set of rituals.
'quently, they can be readily misunderstood as having an
lve or obsessive compulsive personality structure. Many people
~e,schizoid and obsessiveor compulsive qualities, but insofar as
b kinds of personality organization can be discussed as IIpure"
~er~ are some important differences.
~sessiveindividuals, in marked contrast to schizoidpeople, are

,J.1quitesocial and, in similar contrast to the schizoid person's
,_i to a unique drummer, may be highly concerned with
"cability,appropriateness, the approval of their peers, and their
"don in the community. Obsessive people are also apt to be
'tic, observing carefully the mores of their reference group,

schizoid people are not particularly invested in conventional
ns of right and wrong. People with obsessive compulsive
lities deny or isolate feelings unlike schizoid individuals, who

.,y;:them internally and pull back from relationships that invite
xpression.
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I have emphasized how people with schizoid personalities preserv
sense of safety by avoiding intimacy with others from whom theyf,
engulfment and by escaping to internal fantasy preoccupations. Wh
conflicted about closeness versus distance, schizoid people will opt
the latter, despite its loneliness, because closeness is associated,twi
having the self taken over in noxious ways. Possible constitutiort
components include hypersensitivity and a consequent avoidance~
stimulation. In addition to the use of autistic~like withdrawal,ih
fantasy,the schizoidperson employsother "primitive" defensesbut;i
shows enviable capacities for authenticity and creativity. The im'
of these tendencies on relations with other people was discussed;
attention to the patterns offamily interaction that may have fost,
the schizoid person's approach-avoidance conflict, namely';"j
coexistence of deprivation and intrusion.

Relevant transference and countertransference issues inc
difficulties in the therapist's initial admission into the client's wod
tendency for the therapist to share the client's feelings of ei
helpless vulnerability or grandiose superiority, and temptations Pi
complicit with the patient's reluctance to move toward (),
Treatment recommendations include maximal self~awarenessi
therapist, as well as patience, authenticity, normalization, a"
willingness to use one's "real" personality. Finally, the import8.O,-:
assessingaccurately a person's location on the schizoid continuuf
stressed, and the schizoid character was differentiated from obse
and compulsive personalities.

Paranoid Personalities

¥i!

t"
r' SUGGESTION FOR FURTHER READING

ost of us have a clear mental image of a paranoid person and
ize the type when it is portrayed fictionally. Peter Sellers's
,t performancein DoctorStTangelove,forexample,capturesthe
ousness, humorlessness, and grandiosity that strike familiar
}11any of us who have paranoid acquaintances, or who recognize
~ie elaboration of the paranoid streak we can all find in

Mes.Identifying less flagrant paranoid presentations requires a
disciplined sensibility. The essence of paranoid personality

~i~ation,isthe habit of dealing with one's felt negative qualities by
, in.g them; the disowned attributes then feel like external
..The projective process mayor may not be accompanied by a
I)slymegalomanic sense of self.
.e diagnosis of paranoid personality structure implies to many

,ea serious disturbance in mental health, yet as I argued in
ter 4 with special reference to paranoia, this type of organization
rQn a continuum of severity from psychotic to normal (Freud,
c,Shapiro, 1965; Meissner, 1978),* It may be that "healthier"
;oid people are rarer than "sicker" ones, but as was true for the
ts of the preceding three chapters, someone can have a paranoid

ct'er at any level of ego strength, identity integration, reality
g, and object relations. Recent DSM accounts of Paranoid

I!"
I\',i:

Most commentary on the schizoid condition is buried in writhi.,
schizophrenia. An eloquent and absorbing exception is GUt}
(1969)SchizoidPhenomena,Object~RelationsandtheSelf.
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:.;~ \h the personality types discussed in Chapters 7 through 9, the defense thar
ranoia derives from a time before the child had clarity about internal versus

",events, where self and object were thus confused. Paranoia by definition
,,~experiencingwhat is inside as if it were outside the self.
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